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From the most profitable MMA betting team in the world, thefightpredictor.com 

presents its paid-only UFC betting tips for your enjoyment and profit!  

 

  



Antonio Dos Santos Jr vs Daniel Sarafian 
This middleweight bout will be the opener of the main card on Saturday.  Sarafian is the favourite at 

1.67 (-150) while Do Santos Jr is the underdog at 2.45 (+145).  Sarafian is 8-5 overall, but just 1-3 in UFC 

competition.  His last win came a year and a half ago against Eddie Mendez who only managed that one 

appearance before getting cut.  The age difference in this fight could be notable as Sarafian is on the 

wrong side of 30 at 32 years old while Dos Santos Jr is just 26.  Overall, Dos Santos Jr is 6-1 and  will be 

making his Octagon debut on Saturday.  Compared to most guys who have fought on the Brazilian 

regional circuit, the level of competition hasn’t been entirely terrible as Dos Santos has fought some 

guys with winning records, but there were also some cans thrown in against him.  This fight will 

obviously be a loser leaves town type of match-up as it will be Sarafian’s third straight or a bad loss for 

Dos Santos in his first appearance. 

Our money in this one is on the debuting Dos Santos Jr.  We feel Sarafian is on the way out of the UFC 

and Saturday could possibly be his last appearance for the promotion.  Dos Santos Jr will be the younger, 

hungrier of the two and will likely have the edge in striking.  As long as he keeps the fight standing, we 

feel he can either get a TKO or cruise to a decision. 

We placed a 2 unit bet on Dos Santos Jr at 2.45 (+145). 

Tom Niinimaaki vs Renato Carneiro 
Carneiro and Niinimaki will meet in a featherweight bout that will serve as the co-main event of the 

prelims on Fox Sports 1.  The line movement on this one has been interesting as Niinimaki opened up as 

a small favourite, climbed to a medium favourite and then got beat back down and the line is now pretty 

close to even.  Carneiro will be making his UFC debut on Saturday.  He sports an overall record of 8-0-1 

with 4 wins via sub and 4 via decision.  He has been fighting in Jungle Fight in Brazil since he began his 

pro career in 2010 and actually has a number of decent wins including a decision over former UFC 

fighter Iliarde Santos in 2011.  Tom Niinimaki entered the UFC with a lot of hype, but that hype has sort 

of died down since as he has lost 2 straight after debuting with a win for the promotion.  Overall, he is 

21-7-1 and is 1-2 for the UFC.  The Finnish born fighter will be dealing with a hostile crowd on Saturday. 

There’s a good reason the line on Carneiro has been falling.  Niinimaki has had a couple disappointing 

first round submission losses and the betting public is afraid he will have another letdown.  We think 

that’s a very real possibility.  Add to that the fact that our  model favours Carneiro and skill for skill he is 

probably the better fighter and we think it’s worth placing a bet on the hometown guy. 

We placed a 2 unit bet on Carneiro at 1.99 (-101). 

  



Darren Elkins vs Hacran Dias 
In the second fight of the televised prelims, Darren “The Damage” Elkins will collide with Hacran 

“Barnabe” Dias.  The 30 year old Elkins will be coming off a decision win to Lucas Martins at UFC 179 in 

October.  Overall, that win brought him to 18-4 with an 8-3 record inside the Octagon.  Dias is also 30 

years old and has a 21-3-1 overall record.  Fighting for the UFC, he has gone 1-2 in his 3 Octagon 

appearances.  In terms of the betting odds, this fight opened up pretty much even, but the line on Elkins 

has gone way up making him a decent sized underdog at 2.70 (+170). 

We think the public is on the wrong side on this one.  As a pick ‘em, the odds on this fight would 

probably be fair.  Now that Elkins is a decent sized underdog, we think there’s a lot of value there.  In 

addition, our model says Elkins wins this fight more often than not.  With his all-around skills, it is 

tempting to double this play, but we will hold off and just make it our standard 2 unit underdog play. 

We placed a 2 unit bet on Elkins at 2.70 (+170). 

Vitor Miranda vs Jake Collier 
Our final bet of the night will be on the opener of the card.  This bout will go down at 7pm Saturday 

night and will be Miranda’s second appearance since losing TUF Brazil 3 to Antonio Carlos Jr.  It will be 

Collier’s Octagon debut and the American prospect will have to do it in front of a hostile Brazilian 

contingent.  Overall, Miranda is 9-4, but also has a 23-8 kickboxing record.  In addition, he went 3-0 

fighting in the house on TUF Brazil winning all of his fights by TKO.  Miranda will enter the Octagon at 35 

years old.  Collier is the younger of the two at 26 and has an 8-1 overall record.  7 of his 8 career wins 

have come inside the distance with 4 by TKO and 3 coming by submission. 

As the underdog at 2.55 (+155), we think the value is on Miranda in this fight.  He will not have to 

contend with Octagon jitters or the hostile Brazilian crowd and he also has 25 more professional fights 

under his belt than his opponent.  He definitely should have the edge standing and if all goes according 

to plan, he will make it very tough for Collier to get the fight to the ground.  Our model sees Miranda 

winning most of the time and it’s hard to argue in this case. 

We placed a 2 unit bet on Miranda at 2.55 (+155). 

 

  



Bets 
Carlos Jr over Cummins. 2 units at 2.45 (+145) at 5Dimes 

Dos Santos Jr over Sarafian. 2 units at 2.45 (+145) at Sportsbook.ag 

Carneiro over Niinimaki. 2 units at 1.99 (-101) at Pinnacle 

Elkins over Dias. 2 units at 2.70 (+170) at 5Dimes 

Miranda over Collier. 2 units at 2.55 (+155) at BookMaker 

 

Thanks for ordering our UFC Fight Night 58 paid betting tips. Good luck with all your bets on Saturday! 
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